Funeral rites in the COVID-19 pandemic and grief: possible reverberations

Rituais fúnebres na pandemia de COVID-19 e luto: possíveis reverberações

Rituales funerarios en la pandemia de COVID-19 y dolor: posibles repercusiones

Abstract

Objective: To understand the absence of funeral rituals in the process of living the grief process of Brazilian families who lost loved ones by COVID-19. Method: This is a qualitative documentary research carried out in three newspapers available online. Sixty-seven reports were analyzed, divided into two categories; the first deals with psychological suffering derived from social isolation, such as anxiety, depression, loneliness and fear; and the second deals with the different manifestations of grief and the psychological effect of losses amid the pandemic. Result: The ritualization of death is inseparable from the process of elaboration of the losses. The absence of funeral rituals combined with social dictatorship can have a challenging impact on society and mental healthcare professionals. Non-presential strategies for showing affection and elaborating the loss can ease the isolation imposed by the pandemic. Conclusions and implications for practice: The human living process is full of rites of passage and death-dying rituals prove to be necessary for the experience of farewell, of the certainty of the distance between loved ones and family. It implies resolving modes of emotional, mental and even physical recording of the public expression of griever's suffering and not forgetting the Being's to death. It impacts care practice for reception, guidance and elaboration of losses for the maintenance of a healthy life for grievers, which proposes theoretical-reflective arguments in mental healthcare and in the shelter of grievers resulting from the pandemic.
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Resumen

Objetivo: comprender la ausencia de rituales fúnebres en la pandemia de COVID-19 en el proceso de vivir el luto de las familias brasileñas que perdieron a seres queridos por COVID-19. Método: una investigación documental cualitativa realizada en tres periódicos disponibles en línea. Se analizaron 67 informes, divididos en dos categorías; el primero trata sobre el sufrimiento psicológico derivado del aislamiento social, como ansiedad, depresión, soledad y miedo; y el segundo trata de las diferentes manifestaciones del luto y el efecto psicológico de las pérdidas en medio de la pandemia. Resultado: la ritualización de la muerte es indisoluble del proceso de elaboración de las pérdidas. La ausencia de rituales fúnebres, aliada al distanciamiento social, repercute de forma desafianta para la sociedad y para los profesionales de la salud mental. Estrategias no presenciales de demostración de afecto y elaboración de la pérdida pueden amenazar el aislamiento imposto por la pandemia. Conclusiones e implicaciones para la práctica: el proceso de vivir humano está lleno de ritos de paso y los rituales de la muerte-morrer se muestra necesaria para la vivencia de la despedida, de la certeza del distanciamiento ocurrido entre entes y familia. Implica en modos resolutivos de registro emocional, mental y mismo físico de la expresión pública de sofrimiento del entulado y del no esquecimiento del Ser a la muerte. Impacta en la práctica asistencial para el acoger, orientación y elaboración de las perdidas para la manutención de vida saludable de las personas entuladas, el cual propone argumentos teórico-reflexivos en el cuidado en salud mental y en la guía de personas entuladas decorrentes de la pandemia.
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INTRODUCTION

In the year 2020, the world found itself facing a common enemy: the disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, short for Coronavirus Disease, which would soon be called just COVID-19. Initially reported in Wuhan Province, China, in December 2019, the disease was characterized by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a public health emergency of international concern on January 30, 2020, when all 34 provinces of the country reported cases of the disease and the total number of infected already exceeded the number reached by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003. On March 11, 2020, given the rapid growth in the number of people infected and deaths by COVID-19 in different countries, the WHO started to declare the situation as a pandemic.

The current generation, in any range of human development, has never experienced something similar and with such brutal lethality in a short period of time, referring to the Spanish Flu, which lasted from 1918 to 1920 and infected around 100 million people worldwide and led to the death of between 17 and 50 million lives, making this one of the deadliest epidemics in history. Collateral damage and mortality from the COVID-19 pandemic overturned this argument.

Global measures of social distancing were immediate measures to try to prevent the rapid spread of the disease and the preservation of health systems to meet the growing demand for hospital beds. The recovery of the acute symptoms of COVID-19, in a hospital environment, may require several days or months of hospitalization. Therefore, social distancing measures are not intended only to stop the transmission of COVID-19 virus, but to flatten the contagion curve so that hospital beds do not reach maximum capacity, which would lead to a collapse in the country’s health system.

Different approaches were used to fight COVID-19 infection, including those promoted by Telemedicine, namely: having a diagnosis faster and start treatment and follow-up at home, avoiding overloading hospitals; minimizing the movement of people in public environments through telephone contact; preventing the risk of contagion, avoiding direct physical contact; reducing costs with personal protective equipment; and even distance training of healthcare professionals; in addition, providing regular updates on the evolution of the pandemic. These are measures that favor social distancing, at the same time that they work for the benefit of the population that needs more concrete and adequate support and information.

For a time, Brazilian states managed to create and adhere to restrictive agglomeration measures. Such measures were temporary suspension of schools, universities, public transport, prohibition of any activity involving agglomerations of more than ten people, isolation of suspected cases, mandatory use of masks and temperature control in public and closed environments, such as shopping malls, gyms and supermarkets. However, with the absence of public, governmental and financial strengthening of these measures, they were diluted over time, added to the collapse of health services, increase in the number of deaths and exacerbated contagion throughout the country.

The pandemic caused by the new coronavirus is not only an epidemiological crisis, it is also a psychological one. The politicization of COVID-19, the messages about masks, and the impact of social distancing on mental health have made clear how important psychology is during a pandemic. Regardless of exposure to the disease, the current situation can cause feelings such as stress, anxiety, sadness, helplessness, anger and impotence, among others. Research has already revealed the deep and broad spectrum of psychological impacts that epidemics can inflict on people, ranging from the triggering of new clinical conditions of psychological distress in those who previously had no history to the worsening of the conditions of those who already had some condition of psychological distress.

In a pandemic, we experience both the loss of human life and the loss of jobs, face-to-face social interactions and routines. In other words, we are experiencing different forms of contact with the meanings of death and grief on a large social scale, from the collective deprivation of living with people to the loss of one’s own health or that of loved ones, in case of contagion by the virus and the occurrence of death. Also noteworthy are the changes in lifestyles resulting from the destabilization of social references, such as work, healthcare, education, economics or social and family connections.

Death necessarily comes with grief and both are phenomena that happen to all human beings. As these are universal and unavoidable phenomena, we could think that they would be faced naturally. However, death occupies a place of exclusion in Western society, where the subject is not talked about, or else, when quoting it, words are used to replace and soften the real meaning such as: passage, rest, or else popular expressions now linked to religion and spirituality such as ‘passed away’, ‘is in a better place, ‘went to Heaven’, ‘is resting in peace’, among others.

After going through some or all of the phases of human development, death marks the end of a unique and individual process of development for each human being. The death of someone important awakens the primordial conflict of the grief process, experiencing the suffering of the loss and, at the same time, moving on. Such definition is present in a booklet entitled “Processo de luto na COVID-19”, produced during the pandemic by the Fundação Oswaldo Cruz.

The meaning, explanations, rituals of passage between life and death and the grieving process vary according to each society and its cultural, cosmological and religious differences as well as the circumstances in which deaths occur. Each society is responsible for establishing acceptable cultural codes for the establishment of funeral rituals for their loved ones, which range from farewell ceremonies, tributes, even different ways of treating bodies, such as burial or cremation.

Grief is understood as a natural process of response to a broken bond through the loss of someone or something significant in life. In this sense, the practice of rituals is directly related...
to changes in the life cycle and we understand that individuals change as they go beyond the boundaries that delimit the passage from one position, states and status to the next. In addition to the immense variety of rituals existing in human life, there are forms that permeate the sense of community specific to each society, at the same time they reveal the way in which it is structured and restructured in light of the changes that occur in the course of life.\(^\text{16}\)

The pandemic came in an overwhelming way, trampling the organization and performance of funeral and farewell rituals of families and their consequences: funeral, cremation, burial, grief. An example of this can be seen in the opening of mass graves in cities most impacted by the pandemic due to the inability of funeral services to deal with the high number of deaths in a short time caused by COVID-19, generating a scenario of open-air collective burials. In addition to the fact that, in cities where the funeral service is still able to meet the demands of burials and funerals, the ease of contagion by the virus made it impossible for these events to take place with more than ten people present, lasting only an hour or less. New ways of saying goodbye to loved ones emerged; in some places, ‘virtual wakes’, prayers by app and online support groups: the ‘new’ grief during the pandemic as a way to emotionally bring people closer and allow them to say goodbye are being organized.\(^\text{16}\)

Funeral rites coincide with the initial phase of grief. It is possible to see them as powerful spaces for the elaboration of the loss, contributing to the psychological well-being, because, even suffering from the loss, the ritual helps in the psychological organization of life without the loved one. In addition, the ritual itself is organized in such a way that farewell can be made together by everyone who has established some kind of affective bond with the people who have died.\(^\text{17}\)

Although there is no theoretical gap regarding the importance of funeral rites in the grief process, we believe that the interface of this theme (prevention of funeral rites) and the specific context of the pandemic are a space-time to be investigated. This study highlights the opportunity to aggregate the study in real time as a potential for the development of the theme. Therefore, we present the objective of understanding the reverberations of the absence of a funeral ritual in the process of experiencing the grief of Brazilian families who lost a loved one by COVID-19.

**METHOD**

The methodological approach is qualitative with documentary research. This choice was made due to the impossibility of collecting empirical data in person, due to the measures of social isolation. Qualitative research aims to understand in depth how phenomena happen, and not just quantify numbers and incidence.\(^\text{18}\)

This study is considered to be of a documentary nature. Documentary research is one in which the data obtained are strictly from documents, with the aim of extracting information contained therein, in order to understand a phenomenon.\(^\text{19,20}\). The documentary sources researched in this study were constituted by the journalistic media.\(^\text{21}\). The journalistic media available online, with wide circulation and coverage in Brazil, Latin America and Ibero-America were listed. The first newspaper selected was the one that is considered one of the main print media in the country, Folha de São Paulo, and the second newspaper is available exclusively online and in more than one language, covering Latin America and Latin America, El País. Considering that, in the pilot search, we found few reports in Folha de São Paulo, we decided to include a third Brazilian newspaper with online and print circulation, from Rio de Janeiro, the newspaper O Globo.

As a time frame, we opted for the period from March to May 2020. We justify this choice because the measures of social distancing were initiated in the country in March. Thus, we decided to limit data collection until May, in order to be able to collect a sufficient number of data for analysis and discussion of the main findings. Data were collected by the main researcher between March 17 and May 31, the time available for the search and selection of articles was an average of 540 hours.

To develop this study, a search was carried out in online databases of selected newspapers, with the following search words: death; burial; funeral; pandemic; grief; coronaviruses; family, with wide scope for the newspaper sessions. The obituary session was discarded, a priori, because it is predominantly directed to tributes and funeral places. The inclusion criteria were: adherence to the study theme, that is, reports that in their content bring information regarding the process of death, dying and (re)organization of funeral rites in the pandemic. We used the exclusion criteria: repeated reports, information without adherence to the theme or completely escaping from the theme despite containing keywords. The saturation point of this study followed the criteria of intensity and quality of approaches and interactions that emerged from the journalistic stories and the depth with the phenomenon of grief and funeral rites, in addition to the quantity and repetition of ideas. The search process ended with data saturation, with 67 reports resulting from the opinion of journalists and/or interviewees, as represented in Figure 1.

The thematic analysis method of hermeneutic and dialectical content proposed by Minayo was used,\(^\text{22}\) starting with a detailed reading of selected reports, to identify the themes related to the psychological impacts generated by the absence of funeral rites during the pandemic; then, they were categorized into content to compose thematic analysis and discussion of data. The population’s subjectivation process about the psychological impact of COVID-19 was built with the content of the reports from the three selected newspapers.

Considering that this study is of a documentary nature and uses, as a source of data collection, documents of a public nature and freely accessible to the population in general, it is justified to carry out the study without submission to an Institutional Review Board. The justification was supported under the terms of Resolution 510 of April 7, 2016 and in accordance with Law 12,527/2011, since it is a research that uses public domain and access information.
RESULTS

From analysis, two categories emerged: “Funeral rites in the context of social isolation” and “Different manifestations of grief”.

Funeral rites in the context of social isolation

We illustrate this theme, pointing out some reports that bring the impact of the pandemic on the alarming number of deaths and the inability of cemeteries to sustain the new demand for burials, and what this might mean for families who need to bury their dead. “It’s not death numbers. They are people, stories, affections, sacred memories [...] So many open graves, one next to the other, are the portrait of an overwhelming pandemic.”

The pandemic creates unusual situations, including deaths without funerals. How is it possible for us to remain oblivious to such an ancient, exclusively human rite of passage? In nature, no other being grieves their dead and reveres them at burial (O Globo, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), 04/27/2020 - Article: Antigona and Antares).

All cultures establish ceremonies and rituals to say goodbye to their dead. This is a necessary act so that people linked to the departed can express their pain, their appreciation, their solidarity in a verbal and non-verbal way. The wake and burial are classic rituals that give family and friends the opportunity to structure the loss and say goodbye to the one who is gone. Now, due to the pandemic, they are prohibited or limited to prevent the virus to spread, since the transmission of COVID-19 can last for up to 72 hours after death, and funerals are places of great contact and physical proximity. Below, we highlight some selected articles in which they show how wakes and burials are being conducted in order to contain the transmission of the virus:

Figure 1. Synthesis flow of sources and research reports on the grief process in the absence of funeral rites in the COVID-19 pandemic. Prepared by the authors. Florianópolis, 2021.
Whether due to the lack of exams, the delay in the analysis or the absence of protocols for carrying out the tests, those who are dying of respiratory arrest or an “undetermined cause” are being buried under the same criteria as those who die from complications of the coronavirus. This means, among other things, that there is no chance of farewell. There is no wake—not only to avoid crowding, but also to avoid contact with the possibly infected body—and the burial is carried out with a sealed coffin. […] When my mother entered the room to recognize the body, inside the coffin it was cardboard, on the satin floor with flowers, as she had chosen. It was because of COVID-19 (El País, São Paulo (Brazil), 03/31/2020 - Undiagnosed deaths reinforce suspicions that coronavirus statistics in São Paulo are outdated).

There are more deaths than expected, from a pandemic that abhors the entire world, and for which many cannot even say goodbye to partners, parents, uncles, friends, living the worst pain of their lives, without a break for the ritual of grief. Coffins are arriving in cemeteries closed, to prevent family members from risking contamination (El País, São Paulo (Brazil), 04/02/2020 - Cemetery in São Paulo. The photo we would never like to publish).

When we think of funeral ritual, it is very possible that the image that comes to mind is the one that most aligns with our culture and belief. The reports below demonstrate the role that rituals play at the time of departure, while exposing the wide spectrum of different meanings and ways in which these rituals are lived depending on the culture of the people involved, reminding us that the funeral ritual is performed beyond the way that Western Judeo-Christian culture does.

Now, the virus robs us of everything that translates our ties of kinship and friendship: visiting the sick, comforting and encouraging him, preparing the body for the funeral, promoting the wake, fulfilling the burial or cremation rituals, see the coffin descend to the tomb, pray together for the deceased, and express condolences and embrace those most affected by the loss (O Globo, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), 04/27/2020 - Article: Antigone and Antares).

In several countries in Africa, the fight against COVID-19 has changed funeral traditions that mix rituals from local religions with Christian elements introduced by European colonization in the 19th century […] Funerals in Africa are communal, not individual. When someone dies, the whole community grieves and shares the sadness with the deceased's family, says Sihawukele Ngubane, a professor at the University of Kwazulu-Natal, in South Africa (Folha de São Paulo, São Paulo (São Paulo), 05/16/2020 - In Africa, funerals are as important as weddings).

Without being able to live these milestones in a culturally consistent way, which fulfill the function of emotional organizers for grief, there are more chances of complications in the process of elaborating the loss. Loss in the context of a pandemic becomes something experienced in solitude or withdrawal. The reports below exemplify this new experience:

Mauricio (not his real name) lost his mother to COVID-19 at the end of March. She had access to treatment with chloroquine and a respirator, but did not improve. She was 56 years old and had no previous illness. “My father went alone to recognize the body in the hospital, alone to the cemetery and alone to the crematorium. They did not have a wake or any funeral ritual, but Mauricio hopes to be able to do something when the pandemic passes, like a mass to celebrate her life” (Folha de São Paulo, São Paulo (São Paulo), 04/14/2020 - Coronavirus deprives families of important grief rituals).

Now 25 years old, Leonardo [grave keeper at the São Francisco Xavier Cemetery, in Caju, Rio de Janeiro] […] He is not managing to get used to the solitude of the burials of the victims of COVID-19. It is difficult to work with a single relative of the deceased […]—The absence of family members is the saddest thing. Those who come to the funeral bring the suffering of the whole family. The risk of contamination changed everything. It’s something abnormal. (O Globo, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), 05/14/2020 - Coronavirus: ‘The absence of family members is the saddest thing’, recounts the grave keeper of Caju about his new routine at the cemetery).

The importance of the grieving process does not mean that it is mandatory. We cannot infer that grief needs to be lived so that people affected by the loss can go on with their lives and that those who did not go through the process are stagnant. We want to point out that the experience of the grieving process, in its most diverse forms and singularities, is important from the point of view of mental health. The article highlighted below predicts severe impacts on the mental health of the population deprived of these important rituals, highlighting what the absence or impossibility of readaptation may entail.

According to Erika Pallottino, a psychologist specialized in grief support, trained in post-disaster emergency situations and founder of Instituto Entrelaços, the impossibility of accompanying patients in the hospital or of saying goodbye if the condition worsens creates a “traumatic trait that is sudden, unexpected death.” She says that specialists abroad give a perspective of ten years of impact of the pandemic on people's mental health, much caused by the grief response (O Globo, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), 05/25/2020 - Virtual wake, app.
prayers and online support groups: the 'new' grief during the coronavirus pandemic\textsuperscript{30}.

In times of pandemic and absence of face-to-face funeral rituals, we identified virtual ceremonies as valid alternatives for the realization of this farewell stage, as well as a way to prevent possible disturbances arising from interrupted grief. The reports presented below show how this restructuring of something so deeply rooted in our society is being conducted.

The Morada da Paz cemetery, in Natal, has held virtual wakes since 2001, allowing funerals to be held from anywhere in the world. But this kind of online mass celebrated by Father Bianor is a novelty that came with the pandemic. “It arose from the need to stay at home to protect family members, the environment, and also to protect the celebrant” […] “They asked me if it would be possible to say a prayer, give a word of comfort, virtually” (El País, São Paulo (Brazil), 05/25/2020 - “The living room became a church”: online wakes in times of coronavirus\textsuperscript{31}.

In this forced isolation due to the pandemic, the 65-year-old Spaniard [Father José Maria Ramirez, of the Congregação Legionários de Cristo, in the neighborhood of Gávea, Rio de Janeiro] has resorted, more than ever, to technology […] He has driven from two to three virtual burials per week by a meeting app. It was the way he found so that families can say goodbye to their loved ones in this lonely death caused by the coronavirus […] It’s hard not being able to say goodbye to someone you love, not hugging loved ones at that time. Each death has an infinite value. How to talk about statistics if a friend is leaving? How to forbid a child from attending his father’s funeral? (O Globo, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), 31/05/2020 - Priest performs virtual burials for victims of COVID-19: ‘How to tell a child that he cannot go to his father’s funeral?’)\textsuperscript{32}.

In this analysis, we highlight the importance of a funeral ritual for the experience and elaboration of the loss. Although there is no standard way of saying goodbye, especially in the face of a pandemic, we believe that it is also important to question in future research how the funeral ritual in the midst of the pandemic was experienced by those who do not have internet or access to means that can help them experience this farewell stage.

Different manifestations of grief

In this second category, we identified a total of twenty-two reports in the three newspapers surveyed, covering the most diverse types of losses. We emphasize that, throughout this research, we came across different types of grief and we will seek to address them here. When we address pandemic deaths, we are targeting families being mown down at once, only having to experience rapid restructuring. Grief can take broader forms that go beyond the actual deaths of loved ones, as highlighted below:

In a way, we’ve all lived through a kind of grief, to a greater or lesser degree, for the enormous social change we are facing. David Kessler claims this is natural. “We have micro and macro grief. Obviously the biggest is the death of someone we love, but we also experience minor grief when, for example, we lose our job or split up. We also grieve the world that no longer exists. A month ago the world we knew disappeared. People feel sad, heavy, they don’t know why they cry, and I say it’s grief” (El País, São Paulo (Brazil), 04/25/2020 - Virtual wake, app prayers and online support groups: the 'new' grief during the coronavirus pandemic\textsuperscript{30}.

Death experiences become more personal as nearby communities or people are affected. The article below addresses, in addition to anticipatory grief, the way in which our griefs may be being ‘organized’ and experienced in this pandemic period and in the times to come:

Specialist in caring for those who are very close to the end of life, she [physician Ana Cláudia Quintana Arantes, geriatrician and specialist in palliative care] already predicts that humanity will go through three types of grief. In addition to actual grief, objective losses, it adds anticipatory grief - the realization that death is coming. “Besides, we’re going to grieve the lack of awareness. Many people will regret not having been careful before and will think ‘I could have stayed at home, I could have convinced people to stay at home’, she says. “There will be collective repentance too”, bets (El País, São Paulo (Brazil), 04/28/2020 - “We will grieve the lack of conscience. Many will regret not having stayed at home”)\textsuperscript{33}.

The pain of loss is always great, but in times of coronavirus it becomes greater. Among the victims’ relatives and friends, that tight hug that helps to comfort is lacking. […] In the 21 cemeteries of the capital, in addition to sadness, loneliness reigns. The same one that affects patients, who, hospitalized in complete isolation, struggle for life without even the right to a quick family visit to the ICU (O Globo, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), 04/04/2020 - No wake and sealed coffins: coronaviruses impose isolation even in grief and change routine in cemeteries)\textsuperscript{34}.

We can’t even grieve. We will have to live it another time. The body could not even be taken to IML (Medical-Legal Institute), which replied that they no longer receive suspected cases of coronaviruses, only those of violent deaths — says journalist and teacher Raquel Lobão, Maria Luiza’s daughter-in-law (O Globo, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), 03/31/2020 - ‘We can’t even grieve, says a relative of a
70-year-old woman who died of suspected coronavirus in Rocinha). The grief process in line with the absence of traditional rituals of body care and homage and its consequences is addressed in the following articles:

Psychologist and doctor in clinical psychology, Gabriela Casellato, partner and founder of 4 Estações Instituto de Psicologia, specialized in grief, is concerned about the consequences of deprivation of these moments. “The first impact is to live the grief stifled, isolated. This tends to impact the duration and intensity of grief. Another issue is the lack of concreteness, of the present body, which can create an ambiguous aspect in dealing with the loss. The person tends to have more difficulties in going on with life,” she says. “The grief of someone who has lost a loved one to the virus is even more difficult […] (Folha de São Paulo, São Paulo (Brazil), 04/14/2020 - Coronavirus deprives families of important grief rituals).”

We believe that the COVID-19 pandemic has the potential to catalyze the restructuring of current and emerging demands in mental health and the grief phenomenon in Brazil, being the first time in history that we experience the frequent occurrence of deaths in the most diverse social groups, leading us to believe that this can reverberate in the way death is faced and studied in the country.

DISCUSSION

Death-related rituals, such as funerals, spatially and temporally contextualize the experience, serving as an aid for the rearrangement of roles in the relationships and continuity of the life cycle. Furthermore, they can provide culturally consistent responses capable of providing the family with the sense of support they need to overcome the numbness and confusion that the loss can entail.

At a wake, the family has the opportunity to organize the ceremony in the way they think the departed person would like so that the ceremony makes sense for what the person was in life, in addition to being able to gather loved ones and have the opportunity of sharing the pain while relieving it. All these factors contributing to the construction of a ‘narrative of loss’ are suspended during the pandemic.

This initiative of funeral rites in the online modality is pointed out by the Fundação Oswaldo Cruz booklet as a remote farewell strategy in view of the impossibility of proximity. Because, in addition to filling the gaps in the tributes to the dead, it reintegrates, at least in part, the feeling of communion and sharing that this moment asks for, and can also help those who are still alive.

The funeral ceremony serves to honor the one who has gone, but the continuity of life takes place through the living. Thus, the ritual is beneficial to those who participate in it, creating in it a moment and feelings of complicity, compassion and renewal, connected with the sacred and socially demarcating the beginning of the necessary grief. Furthermore, investing in the organization of rituals, even in the online format, can alleviate possible conflicting feelings, this being a necessary moment for psychological development, as it has healthy contributions such as helping individuals to cope with the loss, socially allowing entry into the grief process, enabling them to express and share their suffering.

Grief is the response to the rupture of a significant affective bond, in which the dimension of grief, together with its meaning, is proportional to the bond between the bereaved person and the person who left. We understand grief as a subjective and singular experience, experienced in a unique and different way individually. This process constitutes an experience endowed with meaning, multi-determined and cultural. The grief process would be like occupying a world deserted by that absence. Little by little, we reconstitute this space, transforming ourselves into what was lost, which starts to live in us. However, amidst so many losses, the organization of an emotional space to remember the deceased and internalize their absences ends up being compromised, while this point is considered important for those who lived to be able to continue their lives.

Anticipatory grief is traditionally a normal response that occurs with a patient or family facing a terminal diagnosis and usually favors emotional preparation. However, the pandemic has contributed to increasingly difficult circumstances and the potential for a configuration of amplified anticipatory grief. This ‘amplified grief’ condition is derived from daily awareness, through media vehicles and social networks, global maps of contagion and death toll that can contribute to the feeling that the virus is ‘coming close’, increasing suffering from anticipation.

The complexity of the COVID-19 pandemic context can impact the grief process in different ways. First, as mentioned above, we emphasize that anticipatory grief tends to be affected, because we are facing a scenario in which hospitalized patients can have a rapidly worsening condition, and may die before the family can make sense of the imminence of loss. In other cases, the patient survives after several days in hospital, while the family was already experiencing the anticipatory grief of possible death, as Intensive Care Units (ICUs) started to carry the symbolic weight of being the places that, once entered, it is not possible to leave there, you will no longer see the family and the family will no longer have contact with the person who was hospitalized. As pointed out in the previous analysis, the feeling that the deceased received the funeral ritual he deserved or the possibility of giving and receiving comfort are important markers in the elaboration of losses due to death, and the absence of these aids can make the grief process even more challenging.
The understanding of grief as something that is in our past, present and future history highlights the concern with not considering grief as a disease or with turning it into a psychologically pathological experience, as it was treated in the beginning of studies on the subject

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Grief amidst a pandemic is inevitable, as the disease affects all groups, regardless of who denies its severity or considers themselves unattainable for not believing in it. This study made it possible to understand ways of sensitizing and qualifying healthcare professionals for the care of people in relation to death and those who experience grief for these losses.

It is important to emphasize that death and grief, in addition to being experienced individually in a unique way, are also experienced in socially different ways, as, in Brazil, they mainly affect people in situations of social vulnerability. When one of the main guidelines for protection against contagion by COVID-19 is that agglomerations are avoided and that the cleaning of spaces and people is constant, we cannot dismiss the Brazilian reality in which thousands of people live in a situation of overcrowding in their own homes and with little or no access to basic sanitation and healthcare. The lost lives that pile up, mainly from disadvantaged, marginalized social strata, in which public authorities are absent to provide decent living conditions. Despite all the very beneficial efforts to welcome people in isolation in the midst of loss, it is still not possible to know what will be the consequences of the absences left in the processes for the elaboration of the loss which, as we pointed out, already starts before the death itself.

We believe that, in terms of implications for practice, this study contributes to socializing the seriousness of the effects that the pandemic has on our lives. The memory of suffering and loss remains for a long period even after the production of drug strategies, vaccine and the immunity of the population. Thus, this study brings theoretical reflections that are substantiated in practical application in mental health and in the reception of those undergoing grief processes resulting from the pandemic, post-pandemic reflexes. A very widespread discourse is the desire to ‘return to normality’, when, in fact, the previous normality cannot return after more than four hundred thousand dead Brazilians, and when you, dear reader, read this article, this reality will be confirmed by an even greater number of deaths. The limitations of this study are shown in the physical distance itself from bringing funeral rites to reality under the testimony of grieved people. What we can do is build care and adaptation strategies in the face of this new scenario, especially in the field of mental health. Perhaps we may be able to give voice, in this study, through interviews with family members, to the society victimized by grief, the pain and suffering of goodbye without the possibility of farewell.
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